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and ‘an era of unparalleled triumph’?21 Why are we so ambivalently
attached to this form of governance – loathing politicians, lobbyists
and their ilk, yet horriÄed at the thought of the still-common alterna-
tives of single-party dictatorship or military junta?

It is far easier to document what happened than to determine why
it happened. Many people have tried to answer the latter question, and
the inherent diÇculties and controversial nature of historical analy-
sis should not be doubted. With this caveat in mind, the next chap-
ter attempts to trace the roots and sporadic growth of democracy to
enable us to better appreciate the remarkable domination of this idea.
A clearer understanding of the origins of the problems of modern rep-
resentative democracy will then provide inspiration for potential solu-
tions.
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government, business and money has tainted our politics for too
long.’74 Admittedly, he was in opposition at the time and trying to
score political points.
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ments have proved popular in such an environment. The Five Star
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bags!’. Claudia Chwalisz, in The Populist Signal, postulates that the
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tural and technological transformations of its times: Ärst, the spread of
railways and the telegraph, and the emancipation of serfs and peas-
ants and rise of the city and factory; then radio and television and the
arrival of a mass consumer culture; and Änally the mushrooming of
the service and Änancial sectors of the developed world’s economies
that accompanied the information-technology revolution.

Society continues to change, perhaps even more rapidly than
before. Something profound is happening. The Age of the Spectacle
– with its strict divisions between performer and audience, producer
and consumer, politician and voter – is coming to an end. The tra-
ditional one-to-many transfer of information, typical of television,
radio and the hierarchical command structures of business, is being
superseded by many-to-many and peer-to-peer exchange between
autonomous nodes in a network. Social media is challenging main-
stream media, the digital (and real-life) sharing economy is transform-
ing individual ownership, and collaborative creation is pushing aside
passive consumption. Participation is becoming the new norm. The
information technology that Ärst rose to prominence in the 1970s
now permeates nearly every facet of modern existence; new busi-
nesses and business models are sprouting and the media landscape is
experiencing an earthquake as the new age – the Network Age –
is born. It is an age of collaboration, of participation, of openness
and transparency. How goods are produced, how proÄt is extracted,
how ideas and culture are dispersed, and how we work, live, play and
socialise are all changing rapidly. Part Two focuses on this revolution,
before exploring what it may mean for a real democracy better suited
to life in the 21st century.
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mons is one of the best illustrations of network collaboration made
easy. Its procedures, processes and decisions are open and transparent,
and it is deliberately and emphatically participatory.17 Anyone with
Internet access can click ‘edit’ and contribute to a Wikipedia article.
Anyone can look at the ‘talk’ page to see why certain sentences and
facts made it into an article and why others did not – and then he or
she can also easily contribute to the debate.

Yet it pays to be wary. As a phenomenally successful project,
Wikipedia is often used as evidence for a wide variety of theses. A
good anecdote will trump the facts every time – as journalists and
story-tellers well know – so it is with a degree of healthy scepticism
that Wikipedia is introduced as the prime example of a network. One
tree does not make a forest, and one website does not make an infor-
mation revolution.

Wikipedia does, however, share many similarities with open-
source software development, (ideal) academic practice and many
other online ‘Web 2.0’ processes. The ideals are, of course, often
approached imperfectly, especially outside these realms. Corporations
and institutions will adopt some of the behaviours while trying to
limit others, or will pay lip service to the ideals while in practice
undermining them.

The important point, as far as democracy is concerned, is that
the several important, overlapping core characteristics common to the
most successful, productive peer networks can be interpreted posi-
tively. Autonomy can imply freedom and tolerance for diversity; peer
can imply respect and equality; participation can imply belonging and
deliberation can imply moral outcomes.

These outcomes are, however, far from automatic. As will be
shown, networks are not always or necessarily progressive – indeed,
they also, almost paradoxically, lead to inequality in closed, biased and
hierarchical groups. Further exploration of these common features,
and their positive and negative aspects, is warranted. How to struc-
ture a network to mesh the positive qualities with good deliberative
processes, and achieve legitimate democratic decision-making, is the
challenge addressed in Part Three.
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by the need to transport an object physically.
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dethroned, but they have been replaced by the new digital behemoths
of Google and Facebook, which have a far more pervasive, and poten-
tially pernicious, access to the details of our lives. Advertising revenue
is Åooding to these channels, and what constitutes news is also being
redeÄned: truth and quality are being sacriÄced to virality – digital
business models are based on the number of clicks a story gets, which
has little to do with accuracy, relevance or importance.13 It is open to
debate whether drowning in attention-absorbing clickbait stiÅes dis-
sent less than authoritarian regimes’ typical preference for restricting
access to it.14

Sharing networks such as Airbnb and Uber may be cheap and
convenient, but they are making a proÄt by undermining industries
where workers have fought hard for rights, beneÄts and minimum
wages. The ‘workforce’ of people driving for Uber or cleaning Airbnb
apartments are probably not members of any union. In fact, they are
not employees but contractors – with no holiday pay, no sick leave or
maternity leave, or any other typical worker beneÄts (although this is
being challenged in the courts). ‘In modern times we have been mise-
ducated to believe that consumer choice is all-powerful, but the idea
that consumers exercising their sovereign right to choose will always
lead to the best outcomes is obviously in the interests of corporations
seeking to escape oÇcial regulation,’ says Steven Poole, reviewing
Tom Slee’s book What’s Yours is Mine: Against the Sharing Economy.15

Networks are not democratic, and network production is not neces-
sarily progressive.

Equality does not arise spontaneously in a network; the reverse
is probably true, since networks seem predisposed to inequality and
imbalances in power. Not that equality and networks are mutually
exclusive either. As will be shown in Part Three, it is not diÇcult to
construct a network of equals. However, to institute such a network
form of democracy it should be anticipated that the network will nec-
essarily be a highly artiÄcial one – tightly constrained to induce and
enforce democratic equality.
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Wikipedia. In an interesting example of self-reference, Wikipedia
collaboration is itself governed by multiple policies specifying the
‘rules of operation’ that are themselves other Wikipedia pages subject
to similar deliberative, collaborative processes as the ‘article’ pages.20

If you think a Wikipedia policy should be di�erent, you can propose
changes, argue your point and participate in the same way as with the
articles.

Policy development on a wiki has also been attempted within at
least one political party. The Green Party of Western Australia set up
a wiki prior to the 2008 Western Australian state election, open to any
member of the party, and used it for several years thereafter to develop
and discuss state party policy.

It is reasonably easy to dismiss the objection that the intricate
legal language of laws and their complex interdependence would ren-
der any WikiLaw project infeasible. In the current parliamentary sys-
tem, although laws are ultimately written by teams of legal experts,
this is theoretically a largely technical process. These lawyers are
tasked with translating the wishes and desires of the government of
the day into legal jargon – it is the detailed outline of policy positions
(in widely comprehensible terms) that could be captured by such a
wiki-process.

The principal objection to such a process stems directly from the
inequalities of power inherent in networks mentioned above. Those
with time, energy, technical expertise and the passion and motivation
could easily dominate such processes. As already stated, inequalities
will generally be exacerbated in an open network. So what kind of
participation would a democratic network creating immaterial laws
require? It is to this question that we now turn.
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have participated in a political meeting, then the answer is proba-
bly yes. What about everyone else? Would you consider a randomly
selected group of people – which included someone your age and
gender, with your educational level and from your area – to be a par-
ticipatory gathering or an exclusive one? Would it make a di�erence
if you knew that you had had an equal chance of being selected?

The key question is one of legitimacy. Perhaps splitting hairs
over the meaning of ‘participatory’ is a distracting side issue. In any
case, Part Three will address these topics further.
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Usage_share_of_operating_systems.
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erative processes to collaborate and decide on important matters
together.

We must, however, be careful. It should be clear by now that
there are many pitfalls and risks lurking within peer-to-peer net-
works. The challenge is to seize upon the positive aspects while being
wary of the inherent inequalities and potential diÇculties associated
with network processes. It will be important to learn together in
transparent ways that are respectful of diversity. As will be seen in Part
Three, examples already exist whereby networks are constructed to be
representative, and deliberative processes can be utilised to incorpo-
rate the ideals of equality, participation and mutual respect.

Our laws, governmental policies and societal priorities can be
legitimately determined through new participatory mechanisms using
processes and skills fast becoming not only commonplace but ubiq-
uitous. Once we realise this, where does it leave our current version
of representative democracy? Modern democracy emerged at a time
when the telegraph was the best long-distance means of communica-
tion, when networks were costly to establish and maintain, and when
sending an elected representative to the capital to promote the inter-
ests of a constituency seemed like the only option.

This seems no more than a remnant of a past age. We are moving
on, and fortunately we have working models of exactly what a real
democracy would look like. The communication revolution has made
it possible to govern ourselves; the only question is: are we scared of
that much freedom?
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ate the problems through training or direct intervention. Indeed, the
general problem when deliberation is done by self-selecting partici-
pants is that the ‘rule of the reasoners (not of reason) is likely to com-
pound existing social inequalities. According to some critics, we can
expect a preponderance of the economically advantaged, or men, or
those otherwise possessed of cultural capital and argumentative conÄ-
dence.’36 This issue is surely recognised by all who have attended an
open, public forum – and is precisely what random selection can help
avoid.

The broad sweep of arenas and processes where citizens’ voices
are sought in government decision-making supports the claim made
in the OECD’s Focus on Citizens that: ‘We are currently living
through an interesting period of intense [democratic] experimenta-
tion as we strive to create new solutions, Ät for the citizens of the
new millennium.’37 Even given the imperfect nature of many forays
into participatory practices, calls for less participation by citizens in
the development of governmental policy are today rarely heard.
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the next Äve years. The citizen lottery would become a major event
that transformed the lives of the several hundred people selected every
year to replace the outgoing portions of various local, regional and
national parliaments. These people would suddenly be thrust into the
political spotlight; how to deal with this would need serious and care-
ful consideration.

Political parties would become just another civil society group,
like existing lobbying and interest groups. Electoral campaigns spend-
ing millions of dollars and saturating advertising channels (in coun-
tries where this is allowed) would cease. There would be no such
thing as donations to parties and candidates, or job o�ers upon retire-
ment. The representatives would not need to court the media behe-
moths for favourable coverage. And it would be simple to ensure that
one parliamentarian comes from each electoral seat so that there is a
continuing connection between one member of parliament and a spe-
ciÄc constituency (where this is currently the case).

Not that change of this magnitude will come easily. There are
many important arguments to be had, addressed below, and, more-
over, political battles to be won and alliances to be built. Furthermore,
most ordinary people, if selected to govern, would most likely be
decidedly nervous about their new position. If a citizen-legislator
takes her or his responsibility seriously, then legislating would most
likely be a diÇcult and stressful few years. No one should assume that
governing is easy.

This is a very preliminary sketch of a general idea, the precise
details of which will be very important – although one notable bonus
of sortition is that the idea is relatively easy to communicate. The
remainder of this book Åeshes out the claims and evidence in support
of the legitimacy and viability of sortition, and addresses the moral,
practical and strategic implications entailed by such a change.
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made in the late 1990s by the UK think-tank Demos for reform of the
House of Lords. The newDemocracy Foundation suggests a similar
change for the Australian Senate, and Erik Olin Wright has, in Envi-
sioning Real Utopias, made a comparable proposal for the US.57 This
may make sense strategically, as a Ärst step, so that people can experi-
ence sortition and gain conÄdence that it works. But it should not be
the end point. Why only allow ordinary people to ‘keep the bastards
honest’, as the long-lived slogan of the Australian Democrats, who
had members in the Australian Senate for 30 years, claimed?58 Let
us get rid of ‘the bastards’ altogether and let the people decide. That
is what democracy originally entailed, and in the 21st century we
have the technology and capacity to achieve it on the scale of nations
and beyond. In a truly representative system, no senate is required
– although if its purpose is to protect the rights of individual states
in a federation, and people continue to consider this important, then
a randomly selected senate could also be instituted. Another option
would be for a ‘double check’ to be carried out, whereby vote counts
in a unitary legislative chamber include a second count to ensure that
a majority of representatives from each state agree.

If it is true, as Churchill famously claimed, ‘that democracy is the
worst form of Government except all those other forms that have been
tried’, then our principal measure of the eÇcacy of sortition over elec-
toral democracy is not if it would be perfect, but if it would be less
bad.59 Sortition is not a panacea, but the freedom of random selection
should drastically reduce the capture and distortion of our political
system by powerful groups. Money and the need for donations would
cease to disrupt the selection process. Political parties would become
mere lobby groups. If half of parliament were composed of women,
had many young adults and was dominated by people from working-
class backgrounds, it would produce very di�erent legislation. Policy
would progress along moral lines instead of ideological ones. DiÇcult
issues would be addressed, and sorted out, with sortition.
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ties cease, other than those who feed or work in the zoo of our current
political system, or beneÄt inordinately from its persistence?

Will professional career politicians disappear, and the term
‘politician’, like the term ‘scribe’, become an artefact, to be studied in
history departments?

We can only hope.
Or more: we can actively strive to make it happen.
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or manager. After serving a Äve-year term, she or he will go back to
normal life, and – who knows? – maybe you will be selected to serve
next. This should not be a recipe for increased levels of apathy. Even
as it removes the act of voting, it replaces it with something sorely
lacking in politics: the possibility of empathy.

There will still be decisions people disagree with. Civil society
will continue to Åourish. Uproar, outrage and protest will continue
to occur. It will still be up to all of us, and an active civil society
and independent media, to scrutinise decisions and work to guarantee
moral outcomes that address and correct injustices. In our current cli-
mate, this is an urgent necessity.
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participatory and empowered workplaces are possible. Within fam-
ilies, courses such as Parent E�ectiveness Training (which began in
the 1960s) strive to plough a middle path between authoritarian and
permissive parenting – between total command and anything goes.
Their principal technique is ‘active listening’, and the justifying and
giving of mutually acceptable reasons and probable consequences –
or deliberation by any other name.21 In the book Deliberative Systems
(edited by Parkinson and Mansbridge), deliberative democracy is said
to be based on ‘the intuition that being pressured into doing some-
thing and being persuaded into it are di�erent. Deliberation is about
genuine persuasion, not pressure.’22 George Lako�, in The Political
Mind, outlines a direct analogy between mental models of idealised
families and mental models of idealised national life, contrasting a
Strict Father Model of appeals to authority and obedience with a Nur-
turing Parent Model appealing to explanation, care and restitution.23

The parallels of the latter model with deliberative democracy are strik-
ing. If corporal punishment of children is taken as a primary example
of strict authoritarian parenting, then every step away from it is hope-
fully a small step towards reasoned deliberation.

Not that anyone should expect a deliberative society to be an
inevitable outcome of the emerging peer-to-peer network culture.
The seed may have been planted, but it will need protection and nur-
turing to germinate. Deliberative democracy is more than a set of
rules or procedures; it is a cultural disposition, and thus it is poten-
tially a generational project. As stated above, it must bloom at home,
at work and in our schools – a deliberative society will be created
when we treat our children, our partners and our students, and bosses
treat their employees, deliberatively.

Each time a parent, teacher, guardian or manager refuses to com-
mand, or refuses to reply to a ‘Why?’ with a ‘Because I said so’, and
instead takes the time to o�er intelligible justiÄcations for decisions
and listen to the responses – only then will the cultural change be well
and truly under way. Only then will we be ready to legislate for our-
selves.
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redistribution of wealth to its current pitiful levels, and underfunding
access to health, clean water and education for much of humanity, is a
necessary evil if our own national economies are to continue thriving
and our standard of living is to be maintained?

The increased legitimacy of sortition will lead to more justice and
more equality. It is time for ordinary people to deliberate together,
with experts informing them and independent facilitators helping
them to arrive at the moral crux of decisions, and from there to decide
what the best policies are to guide us collectively. Let us harness the
ideals of the information revolution and use the power of networks to
realise the remarkable promise of democracy whispered in the ear of
society throughout the ages: that we can decide what the good life is,
together, as equals.
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